Opinion

MIT upholds its fraternity system

(Continued from page 4)

As mentioned in last week's issue, the presidency of MIT's interfraternity council (IFC) and the Interfraternity Conference (IFC) has not yet addressed the issue of affirmative action in admissions. It is important to note that the president of the IFC, Tinley Anderson '86, has taken the position that "MIT should match the national average" in terms of the percentage of minority applicants. However, this stance is not without controversy. 

Protesters should act responsibly

(Continued from page 5)
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Programmer

High Tech firm wants to contract a job of simple graphics protocol conversion using Z-80 microprocessor.

Please contact:
John Fronthing
Advanced Color Technology
21 Alpha Road
Chatsworth, CA 91601
(818) 996-1225

WMBR

Presents

UA Election Specials

Tonight 6:00 PM
UA Election Specials

Wednesday 2:00 PM

Election Special Live from the Student Center Rock, Jazz, and Folk with an African Theme

88.1 FM
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Quotas should not dictate admission

To the Editor:

I am appalled at the hypocrisy of the MIT Coalition Against Apartheid (CAA) demand that MIT "take every step needed to ensure that minority and food-service brethren are represented in the student body." The CAA's demand is that MIT "should be the only criteria for admission." I am amazed at the hypocrisy of the CAA's "demand," as evidenced by the United Nations' condemnation of South Africa, a document signed by nations far more repressive than Pretoria (for example, the Soviet Union, China, Iran, Iraq, India).

These and other cultural societies prefer to view their groups as optically distinguishable, ethnic groups, aside from the repressive political, economic, and social control that is exercised. The valley is not the case. A good remedy to this misconception would be for the students to take Papge's advice, create more interaction; it is, however, the misperception that some hold concerning the IFC-MIT relationship which we share. I can only offer praise to MIT for its staunch support of our fraternity system and our way of life and hope that all concerned will continue to uphold and strengthen that relationship which we share.

Tinley Anderson '86
Chairman, Interfraternity Conference
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The student body has no right to rustle our papers, to run over our minds, to attack our ties, and ILG's. It is very unfortunate that some feel that this is the only way to get a seat at the table.

Chairman, Interfraternity Conference
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Stop hurting the trees you love.

---

David Hong '86
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Summer or Fall 1986

Summer 1987

WASHINGTON OR LONDON INTERNSHIPS

SUMMER SESSION ONLY at Wadham College of the University of OXFORD

Accredited courses in government, economics, journalism and pre-law by an outstanding faculty:

- Full Academic Year Programs at the London School of Economics, St. Andrews University, and Hampden-Sydney College, Virginia.
- Two-Week Programs at the School of the London School of Economics, the University of Bristol, and the University of Oxford.

Inquiries to:
Mrs. Janet Kollak, J.D. Admissions Director, The Washington International Studies Center 212-724-0804 or 0138 (EAU/AA)
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ARE YOU THE ONLY PERSON WHO DOESN'T KNOW ABOUT....

THE 1985-86 WRITING PRIZES?

APPLICATIONS & GUIDELINES:

WRITING PROGRAM OFFICE, 14E-310.